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DANTE, THE FÉLIBRIGE AND  
THE 1890 EXPOSIZIONE BEATRICE IN FLORENCE 

James Thomas1 

Abstract: This article first contextualizes the reception of Dante in Occitan 
literature, particularly that of Provence, from the sixteenth to the nineteenth centuries. 
Accordingly, it highlights the importance of Dante's literary and philological treatment of 
the troubadours and the symbolism of the Romieu/Romeo episode from Paradiso 6. It then 
focuses on a particularly important aspect of this reception, the role of Frédéric Mistral's 
Félibrige movement in the May 1890 celebrations of Beatrice held in Florence 
(Exposizione Beatrice). By examining in detail the correspondence between Mistral and 
félibres Paul Mariéton and Léon de Berluc-Perussis (the main protagonist in linking the 
Félibrige with Italy), it explores the complexities and tensions in discourses of latinité, 
regionalism and federalism in late-nineteenth-century France. As these are teased out, it 
emerges that 'Provence' and its relationships with Dante functioned in multiple ways to 
symbolize issues of regional difference, Latin fraternity and national identity. 
 

Key words: Félibrige, Exposizione Beatrice, Provençal, Occitan, Federalism, 
Latin Idea, Regionalism, Berluc-Pérussis, Mistral 
 
 
 
Introduction 
 
In May 1890, the Félibrige, literary organisation of Provençal poet Frédéric Mistral 
(1830-1914) and, since 1854, the major defender and promoter of the indigenous 
language and culture of Provence (and the wider areas of the langue d’oc), sent a 
formal delegation of poets to Florence. The occasion was the Exposizione Beatrice, 
a sexcentenary commemoration of the death of Dante’s muse, an event organised 
by Count Angelo de Gubernatis (1840-1913), with a particular emphasis on 
women’s contributions to work, art and wider Italian culture. From Aix-en-
Provence, félibre Léon de Berluc-Pérussis (1835-1902) invited each of the 
Félibrige’s regional sections or schools (escolo) to submit original poetry in honour 
of Beatrice and attempted to interest Mistral himself in leading a Provençal group 
to the festival. Despite Berluc-Pérussis’ best efforts, including an appeal to the 
‘Latin Idea’ or pan-Latin fraternity already championed by Mistral for over twenty-
five years, the venerated leader of the Félibrige and author of Mirèio (1859) 
declined the invitation to attend. Although supportive, in principal, of further 
initiatives to expand his organisation’s influence amongst other Latin peoples, 
Mistral had been piqued by Italy’s decision in 1882 to form part of the Triple 
Alliance with Germany and Austria-Hungary. In truth, Mistral’s pan-Latinist 

                                                           
1 Translator and researcher of Occitan literature.  
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feelings had subsided in recent years after the cooling in the late 1870s of formal 
relations with the Catalan Renaixença, his priorities now returning to the 
preservation of Occitan culture (predominantly that of his native Provence) within 
a French state to which he avowed complete loyalty. The twin factors of 
humiliating defeat to Germany in 1870 and the subsequent failure of the aborted 
Communes provoked a fundamental shift in Mistral’s politics, from a benign 
republicanism that might accommodate an association of Latin nations towards a 
neo-monarchical, rigidly Catholic and organicist vision of a federal France. This 
essay outlines, first, the prior reception of Dante in Provence and, then, the 
contribution of Berluc-Pérussis and the Félibrige to the Exposizione Beatrice. In 
doing so, it examines the possible significance of Dante for Provence within the 
context of Mistral’s new political standpoint and with regard to some of the 
complex relationships at stake between region and nation state in late-nineteenth-
century France.  
 
Dante in Provence from Nostredame to the Félibridge 
 
The written reception of Dante in Provence dates at least to the late sixteenth 
century, in particular the semi-historical, semi-fraudulent Vies des plus célèbres et 
anciens poètes provençaux (1575) by Jean de Nostredame (1507-1577), who refers 
to De vulgari eloquentia and the pilgrim Romeo (as ‘lo Rometto’) from canto six of 
Paradiso. Indeed, the semi-legendary figure of Romeo, alongside his historical 
counterpart Romeo de Villeneuve, provided a key trope for future debates on 
Dante’s literary value and veracity between representatives of southern and 
northern French culture. For defenders of Provence and Languedoc, two 
components of what ‘pre-romantic’ writers from the Midi: Jean-Pierre Claris de 
Florian (1755-1794) and Antoine Fabre d’Olivet (1767-1825) would celebrate as 
‘Occitanie’, Dante’s Romeo was a resonant character. He was either mythologized 
further as a paradigm of good service or castigated as a dangerous caricature of de 
Villeneuve, steward to Count Raymond Bérenger V and architect of his daughter 
Beatrice’s marriage to Charles of Anjou in 1246. The most important 
representation of the pilgrim is a reconstructed Occitan chant royal found in Fabre 
d’Olivet’s literary supercherie Le Troubadour, poésies occitaniques du XIIIe siècle 
(1803).2 

Besides Romeo, Dante’s reception in Provence from Nostredame to the 
Félibrige’s formation in May 1854 centred on his acknowledgment and 
representations of medieval troubadours and the langue d’oc in the Commedia and 
other works. Two of the four troubadours that appear in Dante’s epic poem 
(Folquet de Marselha and Sordello) had strong links with the area between 
Avignon and Marseille, the heartland of the formal mid-nineteenth-century revival 
of Occitan. In his 1575 ‘biography’, Nostredame appropriated for Provence a third 

                                                           
2 For further details, see Thomas, James “Dante and Fabre D’Olivet: The Pilgrim Romeo 
and the Construction of an Occitan Chant Royal” in Audeh, Aida and Nick Havely, eds. 
Dante in the Long Nineteenth Century. Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2012: 164-183. 
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troubadour, limousin poet Arnaut Daniel, no doubt inspired by Dante’s description 
of him in Purgatorio (26:117) as “miglior fabbro del parlar materno”. For 
francophone and occitanophone southern French writers, the troubadours 
functioned as recognised precursors to the prestigious founders of Italy’s literary 
culture, particularly Dante and Petrarch. They legitimised and dignified the Midi’s 
contribution to France’s cultural status, especially when Paris lauded the 
contribution to national prestige of northern writers or dismissed Occitan and other 
regional languages as patois. For example, a contemporary of Nostredame, Robert 
Ruffi (1542-1634), archivist-poet from Marseille, claimed that “Lou prouvensau, 
baudoment, A lou drech de premieragi” [“Provençal can boldly claim/ The right of 
primogeniture”], (Lafont and Gardy 35) preceding the Tuscan of Dante and 
Petrarch. This trope of Provençal’s linguistic anteriority (to both French and 
Italian) provided a powerful and complex myth that has helped to shape Occitan 
regionalism/nationalism for over five centuries. In a late-eighteenth-century debate 
between defenders of the troubadours and the northern trouvères, centred around 
the partisan claims of Parisian Pierre-Jean Baptiste Le Grand d’Aussy (1737-1800), 
Marseille-based historian Jean-Pierre Papon (1734-1803) responded to Le Grand 
d’Aussy’s caustic remark that the troubadours were only valued because Dante and 
Petrarch sang their praises by accepting this as a compliment and implying that 
Dante had no interest in the Old French fabliaux (421).  
 The first half of the nineteenth century witnessed a surge in Dante’s 
popularity in France and a reappraisal of his contribution to world literature. Not 
only did this produce a heightened awareness of Dante in the increasingly 
francophone Midi, it also contributed to the acceptance and celebration of the 
troubadours in new literary histories from France and beyond. As European 
Romanticism paid greater attention to the Middle Ages around the fall of Napoleon 
and the 1815 Bourbon Restoration, connections between the troubadours and Dante 
gained clarity, particularly in works by Sismondi, Raynouard, Schlegel and Fauriel. 
References to Dante and quotes from the Commedia also appear in new Occitan 
works, such as Leis Magnans (1819), a didactic eclogue about silkworm rearing by 
Aix-en-Provence librarian Joseph Marius Diouloufet (1771-1840). After 1830, the 
liberal romantics of the July Monarchy sought both ‘authenticity’ and ‘otherness’ 
in the popular folklore and worker-poets of regional France, partly in a bid to 
identify new ‘epic’ material to rival Dante, Virgil and Homer. The realisation 
amongst Parisian intellectuals, like Lamartine and Saint-Beuve, that the ancient 
troubadour langue d’oc was still alive focused minds on the Midi as a scene for 
potential epic, particularly as Dante himself had championed the culture of 
Provence. Indeed, it was poet Adolphe Dumas (1806-1861), gathering folklore in 
his native Provence, who in 1856 ‘discovered’ the ‘miracle’ of Mistral and would, 
two years later, introduce him to Lamartine in Paris. 

Dante would also play a measured, yet significant role in the discourses 
around the formation and early reception of the Félibrige. In his youthful 
correspondence as a law student in Aix with his mentor, the Avignon-based and 
clerically-minded Joseph Roumanille (1818-1891), Mistral championed Dante 
enthusiastically, referring to his course in Italian literature with Louis Méry (1800-
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1883) and his translation of the Ugolino episode into French. In an early number of 
the Armana prouvençau [Provençal Almanach], the Félibrige’s official journal 
launched in 1855, Mistral extols Provençal’s illustrious history, citing Dante and 
Petrarch as belonging to “l’escolo di cantaire prouvençau” [“the school of 
Provençal poets”] (25).  Mirèio itself owes more than a little to the Commedia, 
particularly in its borrowing of imagery to shape a global vision of Provence (as 
both Earthly Paradise and potential Hell). In addition to citing four lines from 
Purgatorio 24 (108-111) in the notes to Canto V, Mistral promotes the myth that 
Dante stayed some time at Arles and based the sombre topography of Hell on the 
desolate, rocky landscape of the valoun d’Infèr [Hell’s Hollow] at Les Baux, the 
ruined medieval village where Mirèio and Vincent seek refuge with the sorceress 
Tavan in Canto VI. An early review of Mirèio in the regional press noticed in the 
drowned souls welcoming the villain Ourrias to his death in the Rhone (Canto V) a 
reference to “certains groupes de damnés dans la Divine Comedie” (Boissard 493). 
Although the identification and celebration of Mistral as a modern epic poet more 
often than not referred to Homer and Virgil, his role (alongside Roumanille) as 
saviour, restorer and codifier of an ancient language (Provençal or langue d’oc) 
was couched regularly in Dantean terms. J-B Gaut’s 1854 collection of poets 
Roumavàgi deis troubaires (The Troubadours’ Pilgrimage) cited Dante’s 
invocation at the start of Purgatorio: “Ma qui la morta poesia risurga/ O santa 
Muse” (xxix). Early critics of the Félibrige in Paris, particularly Saint René 
Taillandier (1817-1879), who wrote the introduction to Roumanille’s collection Li 
Prouvençalo (1852) and a piece in the Revue des deux mondes (1859), noted both 
the importance of medieval Provençal in shaping Dante’s epic and Christian vision 
and, inversely, Dante’s influence in providing a template for Mistral’s attempt to 
purge, cleanse and renew the language for future use (v-xxxv). 

After the immediate success of Mirèio, which included translations into 
English and an operatic adaptation by Gounod (1864), Mistral’s interests turned to 
what would be known as L’idée latine, a fluid, often nebulous concept of a 
‘confederation’ of a ‘race’ or ‘races’ of peoples of Latin-derived speech, culture 
and sentiment. The concept of a federalist and republican union of ‘neo-Latins’ in 
France, Italy and Spain, whose hypothetical capital was Marseille, had been 
mooted already by Claude François Lallemand (1790-1853) in Le Hachych (1843). 
Mistral’s youthful republicanism and regional sensibilities may have led him to this 
text; in an 1862 piece from Armana Prouvençau, his colleague Jean Brunet (1822-
1894) posits whether “Beautiful Provencal speech” could in the future “tie into a 
sheaf the three swathes of the Latin race [“li tres gràndi manado de la raço latino”]: 
France, Italy, Spain...”.3 The 1860s was dominated for the Félibrige by its strong 
relationship with central figures in the neighbouring Catalan Renaixença in Spain 
such as the poet-politician Victor Balaguer (1824-1901). Accordingly, Mistral’s 
early ruminations on pan-Latinism were centred on mythologizing the historical 
connections between Occitan and Catalan-speaking peoples, particularly the 

                                                           
3 AP, 1862:.25. See Roche, Alphonse. Provençal Regionalism. 2nd ed. Chicago: Western 
University Press, 1970: 81. 
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alliance of Toulouse, Provence and Aragon against Capetian France during the 
Albigensian Crusades. The Battle of Muret (1213), although a defeat for the 
southern forces, symbolised for Mistral in his second epic Calendau (1867) a 
historical precedent for a closer federation of Mediterranean Latin ‘nations’. 
Although not entirely absent from its discourse, the presence of Dante in the formal 
ties between the Félibrige and the Catalan Renaixença during this period was fairly 
minimal. Although one of the earliest translations of the Commedia was into 
Catalan by Andreu Febrer (c. 1429) and thus of potential significance for Catalan 
nationalism, Dante’s implicit criticism of Raymond Berenguer (Paradiso 6) and 
favourable treatment of Folquet de Marselha (Paradiso 9) undermined two pillars 
of the Catalano-Provençal fraternity: Muret, where Folquet, as Catholic bishop of 
Toulouse, supported the French troops against heresy and, secondly, the Catalan 
dynastic origins of Berenguer’s court. 

Mistral’s Catalan period, peaking with his triumphant appearance at the 
Barcelona Jocs florals (1868), alongside Balaguer and Parisian philologist Paul 
Meyer (1840-1917), contrasts jarringly with the Félibrige’s complete absence from 
the May 1865 sexcententary Festival of Dante in Florence, organised to celebrate 
Italy’s recent political unification. At first glance, the Avignon group’s lack of 
involvement in this important event is surprising, considering the presence there of 
French Dante scholar Alfred Mézières (1826-1915) and Célestin Hippeau (1803-
1883), Minister for Public Instruction, and the established success of Mirèio in 
Paris. Yet despite the “strong municipal identities, therefore decentralist principles” 
that Mahnaz Yousefzadeh argues were promoted by the Centenary organisers, (5) 
there was little reason from either French or Italian participants to highlight the 
distinct regional identities of France at a celebration of national unity. A further 
factor in this apparent indifference from the Félibrige may have been the fervently 
Catholic, legitimist position of Roumanille, who probably shared the scepticism of 
the Papal press towards the festival in Florence. Although aware of the positive 
effects of comparisons between Mistral and the Florentine poets, Roumanille’s 
attitude to Dante was, compared with other félibres such as Berluc-Pérussis, 
Théodore Aubanel (1829-1886) and Mistral himself, lukewarm and possibly 
informed by Eugene Aroux’s ultramontane reading of the Commedia in his Dante: 
hérétique, révolutionnaire et socialiste (1854) as a work of Cathar heresy, proto-
socialism and coded freemasonry. 

The years between France’s humiliating defeat to Germany in 1870 and the 
Exposizione Beatrice witnessed the significant expansion of the Félibrige beyond 
its heartlands between Avignon and Arles, and a sequence of significant shifts in 
political relations between France and Italy. In Montpellier, what became the 
official Languedocian wing of the movement, the Société pour l’étude des langues 
romanes, headed, amongst others, by Charles de Tourtoulon (1836-1913), launched 
in 1870 the Revue des langues romanes, in which the idée latine was rigorously 
pursued at a philological level. Dante’s influence here was probably most felt in the 
undertaking by Tourtoulon and poet Octavien Bringuier (1829-1874) to delimit and 
map the linguistic boundary between the langue d’oc and langue d’oil. Well-worn 
references to Dante’s debt to the troubadours occasionally appeared in the Revue 
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during the 1870s and 1880s and the society published a verse narrative by 
Bringuier based on the pilgrim Romeo. However, it was Petrarch, with his close 
historical and literary links to both Avignon and Montpellier, who dominated 
during the 1870s the symbolic deepening of cultural ties between France, the 
Félibrige and Italy. The 1874 quincentenary Festival in honour of Petrarch, held at 
Avignon and Vaucluse and promoted by Berluc-Pérussis, witnessed a communion 
of French and Italian Catholics united around a purified vision of Laura and a 
mutual interest in neo-monarchical ideas (Duperray 226-244). 

Although Dante received his obligatory mention from the melancholy 
Aubanel at the Petrarch celebrations, Avignon was slowly becoming an Alighieri-
free zone as aspects of his thinking and writings were gradually appropriated by a 
leftist splinter group of félibres based in the Languedoc. Inspired by the 
‘Albigensianist’ historiography of Napoléon Peyrat (1809-1891), former 
Parnassian poet and future author of Le Fédéralisme (1877) Louis-Xavier de 
Ricard (1843-1911) arrived in Montpellier in 1873 with an anti-clerical, republican 
take on the Latin idea. For Ricard, the medieval Italian city state, particularly 
Florence, offered a paradigm for good decentralist government, and he would hail 
Dante, alongside Shakespeare, as an example of a great man who embodied and 
elevated himself above the idea of poetry. Ricard’s celebration in Le Federalisme 
of the Languedoc, rather than Provence, as a historical paradigm of democracy and 
enlightened thinking, (283-297) echoed Peyrat’s bitter criticism of fourteenth-
century Avignon as “la Rome grotesque des papes gascons and cahorcins” (199). 
The author of L’Histoire des Albigeois (1870-2) had read Dante’s depiction of the 
future Clement V (the Gascon Bertrand de Got) in Inferno (19: 83) as “un pastor 
sanza legge” as a sign of his anti-clericalism and sympathy for the Cathar heresy. 
This ‘Albigensian’ reading of Dante accepted and appropriated positively Aroux’s 
ultramontane denunciation of the Commedia as a coded work of proto-democracy 
or socialism. Although this wing of the Langudeocian Félibrige remained within 
the organisation’s official statutes of 1876 and contributed to their discourses on 
Latinism and Federalism, Peyrat, Ricard and Audois poet Auguste Fourès (1848-
1891), in their journal La Lauseto [The Lark] challenged the hegemony of 
apolitical or conservative readings of Dante favoured by Mistral and the Avignon 
school. As the Exposizione Beatrice was centred not only around a rapprochement 
between opposed Latin nations but also around the social position and role of 
women in Italy, it offered Berluc-Pérussis and the conservative wing of the 
Félibrige a vital opportunity to impose their traditional, Catholic and monarchical 
vision of Federalism and pan-Latinism. 
 
Exposizione Beatrice: Correspondence of Berluc-Pérussis  
 
The preparations for a Provençal presence at the Exposizione Beatrice and its 
potential significance for the Félibrige can best be gleaned from the 
correspondence of Berluc-Pérussis with both Mistral and Paul Mariéton (1862-
1911), the organisation’s cancelié [chancellor] and, since 1885, founder and editor 
of the Lyon- and Paris-based Revue félibréenne. The festival itself received at least 
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two major write-ups: in the Revue félibréenne and Lou Felibrige, journal of the 
Marseille-based Escolo de la Mar [School of the Sea]. Both reviews include 
examples of Provençal poems that were read at (or submitted to) the Florence 
Exposizione.4 These are vital sources for gauging the symbolism of Dante and 
Beatrice for the Félibrige during the Exposizione and for wider relations between 
Italy, Provence and France in the late nineteenth century. 

The letters between Berluc-Pérussis and Mistral from 1890 and 1891 
reveal valuable information regarding the various motives of Berluc and Count 
Gubernatis in ensuring a positive and significant contribution to the Florence 
festival by the Félibrige. They also shed considerable light on Mistral’s ambivalent 
feelings towards Italy at this juncture and hint at differences of opinion within the 
movement towards the symbolic value of Dante for Provence and France. The core 
of the published Berluc-Pérussis-Mistral correspondence that covers the Beatrice 
Festival occupies eight letters (six by BP and two by Mistral) exchanged between 
March 15 and May 15, 1890. However, important references to Italy occur in 
letters dating from late 1889 onwards and certain consequences of the festival are 
referred to in letters up to 1892. Taken together (and read against the concomitant 
correspondence between Berluc and Mariéton) they form a coherent source for 
establishing the role of the sexcentenary Beatrice commemorations in articulating 
certain tensions within the Félibrige and Mistral’s attitude to the Latin idea and 
relations with Italy. 
 For its coordinator in Provence, Berluc-Pérussis, the Exposizione Beatrice 
offered a unique opportunity to expand the presence of the Félibrige in Italy and 
consolidate cultural relations between Italy and France at a time of political 
opposition between the two countries. His primary role was to publicise the festival 
to each section of the Félibrige and invite artistic contributions towards a 
specifically Provençal Tribuna Beatrice conceived by Gubernatis. Accordingly, 
announcements appeared in Lou Felibrige and the Revue félibréenne, the former 
detailing the full two-month itinerary in addition to the specifically félibrean 
segment of the Exposizione (LF 4: 1890: 1-3). Of particular note here is the 
‘cantato de la Pas Latino’ [Hymn to Latin Peace], written and to be attended by 
Paris-born composer Augusta Holmès (1847-1903), which would follow two 
weeks of conferences on women and art and provide a musical dramatisation of 
Beatrice as harmoniser between two Latin sisters: France and Italy. The 
announcement in Mariéton’s Revue félibréenne, though emphasising Beatrice’s 
role as “la noble Italienne qui inspira Dante et dut être une amie de la littérature des 
troubadours” (RF 6: 1890: 58) is silent on Holmès and the activities by and for 
women, other than the “TRIBUNA BEATRICE de notre Exposition des Travaux 
de la Femme” (ibid). Instead, readers are reminded of the Petrarch and Laura 
celebrations of 1874 and Berluc’s important role in both Franco-Italian events. This 

                                                           
4 Other Occitan poems dedicated to Beatrice not included in these articles include the 
sonnet ‘Dante e Beatrix’ by Frédéric Donnadieu (1843-1899), published in Revue des 
langues romanes, 34, 1890: 599 and an ‘Invoucacien à Dante’ [‘Invocation to Dante’] by 
Aufrèd Chailan, published in Marseille by Evesque (1890). 
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promotional difference between the two journals exposes a subtle, yet important 
tension between the Avignon-based Félibrige (and its Parisian wing represented by 
Mariéton) and Marseille’s Escolo de la Mar, to be represented in Florence by Louis 
Astruc (1857-1904) and Maurice Raimbault (1865-1942). As in Languedoc, the 
Marseille wing of the movement had been touched by socialism and was perhaps 
more receptive to the idea of women as creative forces; the Avignon school, 
centred on the Armana Prouvençau, was dominated by Catholic clerics for whom a 
divine, inspirational image of femininity was more acceptable. 

Berluc-Pérussis does not appear to have given any privileged prior notice 
of the Exposizione Beatrice to Mistral. His first words on the matter appear to be 
from his letter, dated March 15, 1890: “Bessai avès ausi dire que Flourènço 
s’apreparo à festeja lou centenàri sieisen de la Beatris de Dante” [“Perhaps you’ve 
heard talk that Florence is preparing to celebrate the sexcentenary of Dante’s 
Beatrice”] (M et BP: 143). However, his letters to the head of the Félibrige from 
November 1889 to March 1890 do contain numerous references to a growing 
interest from Italian enthusiasts of the langue d’oc to formalise relations with the 
Félibrige. Berluc’s Tuscan heritage and unfailing commitment to Latinism propel 
him to argue Italy’s cause throughout this period in spite of lukewarm and at times 
dismissive remarks from Mistral. Two letters (under his pseudonym A. de 
Gagnaud), from November 2 and New Year’s Eve, 1889, for example (ibid: 137-
8), draw his mentor’s attention to Emmanuel Portal of Palermo, who had written an 
article on Mistral for the Nuova Sicilia and E. Cardona of Naples who had 
expressed disappointment that Mistral (under his pseudonym Mountpavoun) failed 
to mention articles sent to him for review in the Armana Prouvençau. Mistral’s 
New Year greeting to Berluc rather sardonically praises his efforts to recruit 
Italians to the cause, dryly stating that each time a brief article on one of his books 
is published, it hardly merits that we “i’escriéure uno letro de quatre pajo o li 
menciouna pan pèr pan dins l’armana” [“write a four-page letter about it or 
mention it point by point in the Almanach”] (ibid: 138). 
 What, therefore, inspired Berluc-Pérussis to champion the Beatrice festival 
and anticipate Mistral’s presence in Florence? A careful reading of his 
correspondence with Mistral and Mariéton reveals a dual, even triple motivation 
for ensuring a prestigious, successful and well-documented contribution by the 
Félibrige to the Exposizione Beatrice. Firstly, the overriding ambition of 
Gubernatis was to improve relations between Italy and France at a moment when 
tensions over Tunisia and the Austro-Germanic alliance were running high: 
“Tâchons de faire, au mois de mai, la meilleure politique qui puisse convenir aux 
Italiens et aux Français, celle de s’embrasser dans la ville de Dante, au nom de 
l’Harmonie divine”, he wrote to Berluc in a letter subsequently forwarded (via 
Mistral) to Mariéton in Paris (BP à PM: 167). The festival would be the perfect 
opportunity to return the hospitality offered to Italy at the 1874 Fêtes de Petrarch in 
Avignon and Vaucluse, especially by the Provençals, amongst whose ancestors 
Petrarch had lived. As an influential part of the organising committee of these 
previous celebrations, Berluc now assumed responsibility for ensuring that the 
Félibrige would be the natural core of the French response to Gubernatis’ call for 
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renewed harmony between the two countries. In his first letter on the subject to 
Mistral, detailing the open invitation to each Escolo to submit prose and poetry in 
honour of “la Lauro dantesco”, he describes the principal purpose of the Florentine 
festival as “lou retour de noço di fèsto de Petrarco” [“the return banquet of the 
Petrarch Festival”] (M et BP: 143). In the name of Latinism and “l’istòri de 
l’alianço roumano” [“the history of the Roman(ic) alliance”], Beatrice’s 
sexcentenary will affirm “la fraternita di nacioun bessouno” [“the fraternity of our 
twin nations”] (ibid: 144). 
 Secondly, this occasion for a symbolic alliance between France and Italy 
would emphasise and strengthen the privileged role of Provence as the natural 
geographical, linguistic and cultural intermediary between the core sentiments of 
French and Italian nationhood. Not only would Mistral’s presence in Florence, in 
Berluc’s opinon, further the domain of the “Provençal Idea” and spread the “glòri 
pèr l’obro de vosto vido [“glory of your life’s work”] (ibid), it could reiterate 
(through the presence of Mariéton and the Parisian félibres) the truly national, 
‘French’ character of the Félibrige as a cultural force. The Beatrice celebrations 
could provide the organisation with a much-needed dual benefit. In the light of 
accusations of separatism dating back to the 1860s, it gave the Félibrige a chance 
to prove to Parisian sceptics the patriotism of its members in responding to a 
Franco-Italian event. In a piquant echo of this self-justification, it also offered the 
opportunity for Berluc-Pérussis to go further and claim the Provençal identity as 
the most active and resilient of all French identities in protecting and promoting 
France’s international interests. As the eventual delegation led by Mariéton arrived 
in Florence, Berluc would write to Mistral from Aix (May 15), trusting in God that 
“tout eiçò siegue un bacèu pèr lou Crispi, e Paris counfessara que li meiour francés 
es encaro li prouvençau [“this whole thing is a slap in the face for Crispi, and that 
Paris will confess that the best Frenchman is still the Provençal”] (ibid: 151). 
 Mistral’s first response (March 15, 1890) to Berluc’s enthusiastic request 
for his presence at the Florentine celebrations is complementary enough, though he 
affirms that it would be out of the question for either himself or Roumanille to 
undertake the journey. Behind his stated excuse of marriage as a factor (he would 
undertake a voyage to Italy with his wife Marie by train the following April),  the 
reader senses a fundamental shift in Mistral’s attitude towards the concept of Pan-
Latinism and a particular distaste for Italy’s current foreign policy as ally of 
Germany and Austria. Whilst France and Provence have good friends in Italy, he 
does not share Berluc-Pérussis’ confidence in a positive outcome from the 
Exposizione. Mistral is trenchant in condemning the recent betrayal of France’s 
assistance in forging, at Solferino and Magenta, the new unified Italy: “...quau 
aurié ausa crèire qu’aquéli boujarroun, à la desfacho de la Franço, se virèsson un 
jour emé li Tudesc maudi contro nous-autre!” [“...who would have dared to believe 
that these capricious souls, after France’s defeat, would one day turn against us 
with the accursed Germans!”] (ibid: 145). Although he offers his general support 
for the project and mentions a forthcoming performance of Gounod’s Mirèio in 
Rome, Mistral’s overriding position in this letter is a rejection of the permeable and 
overlapping identities of European Federalism. Nations, Latin and Germanic alike, 
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are now locked in fixed identities. There is mutual exlusion between “l’anglés 
gousto-soulet’, l’alemand cerco-garrouio, l’espagnòu auturous, lou francés 
cavaleirous e l’italian safranous” [“the egoistic Englishman, the quarrelsome 
German, the haughty Spaniard, the chivalrous Frenchman and the untrustworthy 
Italian”] (ibid). He even cites the carnivalesque Aixois dramatist Claude Brueys 
(c.1570-c.1630) to confirm the ‘otherness’ of the Italians:  
 
   Aquéu que douno pèr darrèire 
   Es italian o bèn póutroun, 
 
   [He who goes behind your back 
    Is Italian, or a real coward] 
      (ibid) 
 
 Mistral’s refusal to participate at the Beatrice festival was a potentially 
cruel blow for Berluc-Pérussis’ objectives. Further correspondence on the subject 
shows him attempting more than once to entice the founder of the Félibrige to 
change his mind. In four letters to Mistral between March 28 and May 1, 1890, 
Berluc uses various strategies to convince him that he should travel to Florence. He 
argues first that the annual Félibrige festival, Santo Estello, normally celebrated on 
May 21, could be held in Florence to coincide with Gubernatis’ event. The Latin 
spirit is invoked: the Exposizione is, after all, a sequel to “nòsti Jo Latin” [“our 
Latin Games”] (ibid: 146), presumably a reference to the 1878 Fêtes Latines held at 
Montpellier. In spite of the ‘Beatrice as inspiration of Latinism’ trope that would 
characterise many of the Provençal poems offered in May 1890, Berluc temporarily 
strips this Latinity of its Dantean connotations: “Se ié celebrara l’amista roumano 
bèn mai que Beatris” [“Roman(ic) friendships will be celebrated there much more 
than Beatrice”] (ibid). Indeed, Florence will be an occasion for the expansion of the 
Félibrige and the cementing of a literary friendship. The subsequent letter (April 
17) presents the Beatrice sexcentenary as a veritable homage to Mistral. 
Gubernatis, Berluc states, would proceed with the idea of a special Provençal rally 
held at the ‘Pouliteame’, even were Mistral to appear as sole representative of 
Provence. In short, his presence would be nothing less than “lou pu grand ounour 
que Dante ague pouscu pantaia pèr soun amado” [“the greatest honour that Dante 
could have dreamed of for his lover”] (ibid: 147). 
 What this glowing correspondence shows is the extent to which, by 1890, 
the Félibrige in Provence had become determined by the cult of Mistral. It also 
highlights the late arrival of Italy into the orbit of the Provençal renaissance and 
underscores the failure of the Félibrige to register a presence at the 1865 Dante 
celebrations. Assuming no correspondence has been lost, Mistral’s silence of over 
a month in the face of consistent flattery and details of the festival from Berluc-
Pérussis (Mistral would not reply until May 2 ), suggests a tiring of the pan-Latin 
concept or at least manifestations of it held beyond the borders (geographical and 
cultural) of Provence.  
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Berluc’s correspondence with Mariéton during the same period sheds 
further light on possible tensions emerging within the structure of the Félibrige. 
The same day (April 17) that he informed Mistral of Gubernatis’ idea for the 
Politeama, he told Mariéton:  

 
“Gubernatis m’écrit qu’il compte sur assez de provençaux pour pouvoir 
tenir le 14 o le 17 mai séance publique et banquet félibréens. En tous cas, il 
ajoute que cette séance aura lieu quel que soit le nombre des félibres 
présents, si Mistral s’y trouve. Vous voyez d’ici, pour la cause, 
l’importance de cette manifestation, qu’il qualifie lui-même d’italo-
provencale, et la nécessité pour vous d’entraîner à Florence notre Dante 
de Maiano” [italics mine] (BP à PM: 168)  
 

Whether or not the phrase “notre Dante de Maiano” compares Mistral to Alighieri 
(Mistral was from Maillaine, near Saint-Rémy) or his contemporary Dante da 
Maiano, the sentence placed here in italics proves the importance attached by 
Berluc-Pérussis to the significance of the Beatrice festival for relations between 
Italy and Provence. As Mariéton was a conservative, Catholic defender of the Latin 
Idea, it can be assumed that ‘la cause’ for which Mistral’s presence in Florence was 
so vital was not simply his own adulation but the particular form of religious, non-
republican federalism favoured by the right wing of the Félibrige. There is enough 
evidence to suggest that the Félibrige was a sufficiently broad and divided church 
in 1890 to give conservatives like Berluc-Pérussis cause for alarm at how the 
organisation might be promoted and perceived abroad, particularly at important 
symbolic moments like this one. As Alphonse Roche explained in his seminal 
study of Provençal regionalism, “most of the Felibres [sic] of Provence were 
staunch Catholics and [...] many priests were active in the movement”. Roche also 
highlighted Mariéton’s publication in the May 1885 number of the Revue 
Félibréenne of Joseph Peladan’s remark that “there are no Latins outside the 
Catholic Church, and those who are not Latins are barbarians” (86). 
             Indeed, Berluc’s correspondence with both Mistral and Mariéton is 
haunted by the spectre of Bismarck and the Triple Alliance. His first letter to 
Mistral on the subject of the festival culminates in a wish that a significant rally of 
their wing of the Félibrige will provide an occasion “ounte l’obro dóu Bismarck 
sara belèu abouseirado, Dieu ajudant” [“where Bismarck’s work will, perhaps, be 
torn to pieces, God willing”] (M et BP: 144). On May 1, after Mariéton had agreed 
to lead the delegation and the Félibrige’s various Escolo had produced a 
compilation of around forty poems and musical items, Berluc writes 
enthusiastically again to Mistral of their noble gesture to the Italians that “Sara pas 
nosto fauto se rèston embismarcka” [“it won’t be our fault if they remain 
embismarcked”] (ibid: 149). Mistral’s response to this, despite his fear that 
Mariéton might ultimately withdraw from the trip, is full of enthusiasm for his 
colleague’s strident anti-Germanism. Drawing on the image of Beatrice and Laura 
as divine inspirers of Latin harmony, he tells Berluc that “faudrié, pèr vous rèndre 
justiço, que, sus voste mounumen, Lauro emé Beatris vous courounèsson de 
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pervenco!” [“To render you justice, on your monument, Laura and Beatrice should 
crown you with periwinkles”] (ibid: 150). Roumanille’s contribution to the 
Tribuna, ‘Lou Rampau’ [‘The Olive Branch’] exemplifies the official voice of the 
Félibrige’s response to Beatrice, namely as the symbolic sister of Laura, who as 
representative of Provence returns to Florence to crown her sibling with a “ram de 
l’óulivié que flouris en Prouvènço” [“an olive branch grown in Provence”] (RF 6, 
1890: 80). In a similar vein, Mistral, as Provençal poetic divinity, blesses Berluc’s 
sonnet ‘A Madono Beatris’ as “la pèço courounello dóu centenàri beatrisen” [“the 
crowning piece of the Beatrice centenary”] (M et BP: 150). In this poem, Beatrice 
is addressed as alone of the sixty Florentine women in having “l’encèns de la 
Latinita” [“the incense of Latinity”] (ibid). Laura and Beatrice, for Mistral, are the 
guardians of the Latin sentiment that unite Provence and Tuscany in poetic 
harmony, a harmony that sadly cannot be extended to contemporary Italy. Mistral 
will send a copy of his latest work, the dramatic tragedy Rèino Jano, to Gubernatis. 
But there can be no dedication to the Italian monarch Margarita, due to the 
“vielano Triplo Alianço que, desempièi proun an, mostro li dènt a la gènto Franço” 
[“villainous Triple Alliance that, for some time now, has bared its teeth to gentle 
France”] (ibid). 
     There is little doubt that Angelo de Gubernatis hoped that the Félibrige (with 
Mistral preferably at its head) could, through its Provençal origins, act as an 
intermediary in improving cultural relations between France and Italy. His May 18 
speech to the delegates in Florence, as reported in the Revue félibréenne, articulates 
a duality of purpose, where the cantata by Augusta Holmès dramatises Beatrice as 
divine peace bringer between two ‘sister’ nation states, France and Italy, while the 
Félibrige represents the best poetic traditions of Greco-Latin Provence, the 
“Tuscany of France”, where “l’on remarque le moins la différence entre le Français 
et l’Italien, celle où les deux nations se fondent le mieux” (RF, 6, 1890: 70). This, 
in essence, echoes the sentiments of Mariéton after the second performance of 
Holmès’ Hymne de la paix (May 16), who had stated that the Félibrige defended 
“l’idée du provincialisme dans la nation, de la petite patrie dans la grande: base de 
l’union des peuples par la fédération universelle” (ibid: 66). And yet, even within 
this pan-Latin accord, subtle ideological differences can be detected amidst 
Mariéton’s urgency to impose his particular vision of federalism. His major speech 
anticipates Charles Maurras, rejecting the ‘dilettantism’ of cosmopolitanism in 
favour of blood, history, love of home and the continuity of traditions found in 
provincial life. Where the orientalist Gubernatis spoke of Provence as a gateway 
for Arabic culture to extend its influence on European art, Mariéton reclaims it in 
his Florentine speech of May 18, 1890, as “le foyer de tout lumière en Occident” 
(ibid: 71). Dante, as one-time citizen of Arles, had dreamt his sublime epic 
“devants nos paysages souriants et tragiques” (ibid). And yet a final glance at 
Berluc’s correspondence to Mariéton from April 25 reveals a crucial detail that 
confirms that the Exposizione Beatrice was, for the right wing of the Félibrige, 
principally an affirmation of French nationalism and a repudiation of Italy’s 
German alliance. In his plea for the Paris-based Mariéton to lead the Provençal 
delegation, Berluc writes that, although seven “excellent Provençals” have agreed 
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to attend, “il est précisément à craindre qu’ils ne forcent un peu la note provençale, 
ce qui ne serait ni sans inconvénients ni sans danger” (BP à PM: 169). Laura and 
Beatrice meet ultimately not to strengthen ties between Provence and Tuscany, but 
to cement France’s lead in conservative Latinism. 
 
Conclusion 
 
This essay has traced the importance of Dante for the Félibrige, particularly in its 
Provençal heartlands during the second half of the nineteenth century. It has 
revealed how Dante was appropriated by defenders of the langue d’oc and an 
autonomous southern French identity through his explicit links with medieval 
troubadour culture and his universal status as codifier and exemplar of the 
vernacular tongue. In concentrating on the Félibrige’s contribution to the 
sexcentenary Exposizione Beatrice held in Florence in May 1890, it has revealed 
tensions within the movement concerning the symbolic and political value of Dante 
for relationships between France, Provence and Italy. The appropriation of Dante 
by the Félibrige Rouge and the early-twentieth-century Occitanist movement 
merits a separate study. Here, sufficient tensions have been exposed in the 
conservative readings of Dante to prove that the Provençal right wing was not a 
homogenous block. Above all, Berluc-Pérussis and Mariéton saw the Beatrice 
festival as a chance to prove that it was, in the former’s words, “la Provence qui a 
pris en main les intérêts français et qui a fait triompher l’idée française” (BP à PM: 
171). 
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